then history generally is a broad church. Indeed, arguably, urban history is less 'open', or more set in its ways, than other branches of the discipline: with a continuing dominance of a socio-economic agenda over political and cultural explanation, and, for example, of nineteenth over twentieth century study. Oddly, for instance, architectural history is frequently relegated to a backwater because 'most urban historians think it is unimportant'! 3 As a mindset, such foci and limitations might aid internal cohesion, but must do so negatively. The trumpeting of eclecticism, therefore, thunders as a testimony to intent but perhaps heralds little else.
Ironically, allocating a common descriptor to the socio-spatial 'identity' that urban historians investigate as they peruse the construction of, and human interaction with, towns and cities can be equally perplexing. Britain, Volume III 1840 -1959 (Cambridge, 2000 , where no space is allocated separately to architectural, and little more to cultural history, yet room is found for a plethora of socio-economic topics ranging from demography to transport, and migration to class and consumerism.
Suburbs: A Morphological Approach, for example, is a traditionally orientated but a thoroughly researched, referenced and original study. It is Whitehand's and Carr's contention that as 'the least perishable and most inert of all tangible creations by human beings, the built environment is the crucial means by which people relate their own existence to the changing world around them.' 4 The physical environment has a significant impact on the human condition precisely because it offers a fixed point of reference -it has a 'much longer' life span than it is surprising that greater attention is not paid to how this press acts.
Newspapers -especially newspapers in big cities -also functioned as businesses: not primarily as community scribes, nor campaigning or objective recorders. Arguably, too, this press operated as a mouthpiece for local elites (from which journalists most frequently sourced their reports). The press was also, for fear of offending local businesses and elites, and for reasons of local pride, essentially a consensual tool promoting positive constructs of civicness. concentrates on the largely institutional themes of civic government and the influence of prominent individuals. Such an approach runs opposite to that taken by Monti. As he notes cynically: civic leaders and agencies 'succeed when they are able to make a big deal out of small favors for persons.' They 'fail when citizens stop believing that the favors also help them' or that they are always 'at the end of the line when the presents are being handed out.' 21 Or, put another way, cities flounder when they stop believing their own publicity.
Nevertheless, both agree that historic context was central in determining specialist, only a rudimentary first stop, and to those 'experts' with access to a university library and personal computer less than this stepping stone. To note but one example: Marwick's albeit valuable work on war is accepted uncritically, controversial as it is -although the site guide to wartime factories is nonetheless valuable.
This perhaps speaks directly to the uncertain function and audience for this book. Some interesting connections are made: in noting, for example, the lack of impact likely from archaeology to enhance our understanding of mining technology (paradoxically after spending several pages listing references to exactly this), but then drawing attention to the important evidence available if studying the pit community and industrial welfarism. Yet no intellectual context or guidance beyond that is offered. 38 We are told, too, that the authors aim to abandon the 'conventional wisdom' of simply 'deploring certain aspects of the twentieth century' by using a top down approach. Instead they offer 'to write from first-hand experience of sites and landscapes': to take 'a sceptical, irreverent and sometimes counter-intuitive attitude to received views of twentieth-century artefacts and places'. One would expect, therefore, to find new insights, or at least comment, on linked themes like the 'horrors of living in tower blocks': this is, after all, about people's homes -offering the most immediate of interfaces between people and the built environment. In fact, there is little or no speculation -informed or otherwise -on the social performance of systems housing generally, either from above or below, or in either its high-rise or low-rise force is less energetic. Indeed cross and inter-disciplinary study can instead promote generalisation -a pandering to a base common denominator, or one lacking a clear sense of epistemological direction -that ironically sits more uneasily than where studies, for very practical reasons, set balanced limits to their horizontal integral ambitions.
And, in terms of the city, rather than the discipline itself? Identity, here, is and always was multi-faceted, operating with a semi-viscous fluidity. How cities defined themselves was a blend between popular and elite currencies. Elites might select or nominate many of the icons and 'best stories' upon which much of identity was presumed to be based; but unless such stories were widely repeated and accepted, then they lacked cultural value and became meaningful only to those elites, and perhaps to local newspapers and those historians seeking a quick fix. The selection of the best stories -and their validation -was an infinitely more complex process based on combinations of commonly 'vaunted' values/tastes and wider processes of cultural production that urban history has yet fully to capture.
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